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Abstract 
We summarize r cent progress on intervertex distance problems for convex polygons, prove 
several new results for multiple intervertex distances and different intervertex distances, and 
raise open questions for further esearch. 
!. Introduction 
An old conjecture of ErdSs says that every convex planar n-gon has a vertex with at 
least L n/2J different distances to the other vertices. Although this remains unresolved, 
recent progress has been made on multiple-distance problems and related questions of 
intervertex distances in convex polygons. We will summarize this progress, prove 
several new results, and note open problems that may stimulate further research. 
Additional background on things discussed here and related planar distance problems 
is provided by [.4,5,13]. 
Let t~ be the set of convex n-gons. The distance between vertices x and y of V ~ ~ is 
the Euclidean distance d(x, y). We focus on three aspects of d on the (~) pairs of distinct 
vertices in convex n-gons. The first is the number re(V) of different intervertex 
distances for V e ~,. It has been proved recently [9] that, whenever n 1> 7, there is 
a nonnegative integer f (n)  stlch that ifm(V) ~< Ln/2J +f(n)  then the vertices of V ~ ~ 
lie on a circle and are n ofthe vertices of some regular (n + k)-gon, k ~> O. We say more 
about this in the next section. 
Our second topic involves distance multiplicities. Given V ~ ~ with m = re(V), let 
d~,d2 . . . . .  d~ be the different intervertex distances for V and let rdV) denote the 
number of vertex pairs for which d(x,y) = d;. I;. is well known [1] that m 1> Ln/2J ano 
obvious that ~ r~(V) = ("2). We arrange the r~ so that r~(V) >1 r2(V)  >I ... >1 rm(F ) 
and refer to r( V ) = (r ~ f, V ), r 2 ( V ) . . . . .  rm( V ) ) as the multiplicity vector of V. 
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Let 
r~ ~) = max{ri(V): V ~:} .  
The best known bounds on r[ ") for large n [2,11] are 2n - 7 ~< r~ ") ~< ~n(2 log2 n - 1), 
and it has been conjectured [7] that r[ ") < cn for some c > 0. Section 3 notes exact 
values ofr~ ") for small n but adds nothing to the large-n picture. We observe also that 
r~ n) = n for 5 ~< n ~< 8, prove that r[ 2s) > 25, but leave open the smallest n at which 
r[ ") > n. The construction which gives r[ 2s) > 25 implies that 
supr~n)/n >i 7/6, 
but we do not even know whether [ ~) < cn for some c > 0. Moreover, it is not known 
if r~ ") > n for som~ n. 
Fishburn and Reeds [10] prove that there are convex n-gons in which every vertex 
has distance I to three other vertices. ErdSs and Fishburn [5] conjecture that there is 
no convex n-gon in which every vertex has distance 1 to four other vertices. If so, it 
would follow that r[ ") ~< 3n - 6. 
Section 4 completes our second topic with remarks on lexicographically maximum 
multiplicity vectors and on maximization of Y[rdV)]" over lr~. We continue to 
believe that Y r~ is uniquely maximized by regular n-gons except when n ~ {4,6,8}. 
Recent work [8] has identified ihe nonregular maximizers in the latter cases. 
Our third topic modifies ErdSs's different-distances theme by considering clockwise 
and counterclockwise quences of vertices from a fixed vertex whose members are 
successively farther from the fixed vertex. Three types of such monotone sequences are 
noted: type I is unrestricted, type 2 requires the successive vertices to be adjacent, and 
type 3 restricts type 2 by requiring the interior angle at a sequence vertex between its 
lines to the fixed vertex and its successor to be at least ~/2. Let g~(n) be the minimum 
over ~ of the maximum number of terms in a type j sequence for V ~ t~. Section 
5 observes for n t> 4 that 
g2('0 = [.n/3~ + 1 <<, g~(n) <<, ~n/3~ + 2 and g3(n) = [.(n + 2)/3[. 
Apart from the upper bound for g~, proofs are in [6]. We prove here that 
gx(n) < Fn/3"l + 2. 
Section 6 summarizes important open problems. 
2. Numbers of intervertex distances 
Let re(n)= min{m(V): V Eta,}, the smallest number of intervertex distances in 
a convex n-gon. Erd6s [3] conjectured in 1946 that re{n) = In~2[ This was verified in 
1963 by Altman [1] who proved also that, for odd n, re(V)= In~2[ only if V is 
a regular n-gon. Recently Fishburn [9] identified all V ¢ eg for even n that have 
re(V) = n/2. These are enumerated and mostly identified in Theorem 1, which also 
includes an important result for n = 7. 
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r (V) = (6, 6, 3) r (V) = (10, 8. 4, 4. 2) r (V) = (10,10.10, 5, 5, 5) 
Fig. 1. 
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For counting purposes, no distinction is made between similar polygons that can be 
made identical under rotation about a point, reflection about a line, translation and 
uniform rescaling. Let R, denote the regular n-gon, and let R. - k represent a regul~x 
n-gon with k ~< n - 3 vertices deleted. There is only one R. - 1, but several dissimilar 
versions of R, - 2 according to the pair of vertices deleted. Also let 
M~(k) = {v ~; :  re(V) = k}. 
Theorem I. M.(n/2) = {R.,R,+I - 1} for every even n >. 8. In addition to R. and 
R,÷ t - 1, M~(2) contains two other quadrilaterals, aM M6(3) contains one other 
hexagon. Moreover, M7(4) contains exactly five heptagons, namely Rs - 1 and the four 
dissimilar versions of R9 - 2. 
Airman's results and the first sentence of Theorem 1 yield the first part of the 
following corollary. Its fbounds are derived in the final section of ['9"], and f(7) = 1 
then follows from our characterization f M7(4). 
Corollary 1. For every n ~ 7 there is a largest integer f(n) >_. 0 such that every V e 
with re(V) <<. L n/2 J + f(n) has all n vertices on a circle, and these vertices are n of the 
vertices of some R.+~. Moreover, f (7)= 1, 
f (2N - I) ~ N 2____22 and f(2N) ~< N 24  for even N >14; 
f (2N - 1)~< - ~  and f(2N)~< - ~  for odd N >1 5. 
These f bounds also give f(8) =f(10) = 0, and it might be true that the stated 
f bounds are exact. Left to right, the three polygons in Fig. 1 show that Corollary 
I does not extend to n = 6 and that f(8) and f(10) must be less than 1. The hexagon is 
the third member of M6(3). 
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An interesting variation on the theme of this section considers m*(n), the smallest 
number of intervertex distances for a V ¢ ~ that has no four points on a circle. We 
know that m*(5) = 4, whereas m(5) = 2, and we conjecture that m*(n)/n -o oo. 
3. Multiplicities 
The maximum most-frequent and second-most-frequent occurrences of the same 
distance in a V ¢ ~ were established in [8] for n ~< 8: 
(r~ 3~, r~ 4b . . . . .  r(i s)) = (3, 5, 6, 8,10,11);  
(r~ 3), r~ 4) . . . . .  r12 s)) = ( 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8). 
Most polygons that attain these values are identified in [8]. The only V ¢ ~/, for n ~< 8 
that simultaneously attains r~ ") and r~ ") is the leximax V for n = 8 that is described in 
the next section. 
Since r~ "~ <~ n for n ~< 8, it is natural to ask for the smallest nat which r~ )> n. We do 
not know the answer but record our best value thus far in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2, r~ ~s) t> 26. ~'~ Moreover, sup, r2/n >t 7/6. 
Proof. Let A be the quadrilateral t the top of Fig. 2 with r(A) = (5,1) and da = 1. Fix 
the top vertex x and form nt - I copies of A by n~ - 1 successive counterclockwise 
rotations, each of tiny angle 0 > 0, around x. Let d., > 1 be the distance from vertex 
a to the first new b position after the initial 0 rotation. Thus far we have 3n~ + 1 
vertices, 5nl occurrences of dt and 2(nt - I) occurrences of d.,. The resulting 
(3nt + l)-gon is convex. 
Next, place ~'ertices a', b' and c' counterclockwise from the final rotated positions of 
a,b and c respectively, each at distance d2 from x with d(a',b') = d(b',c') = d, so that 
the quadrilateral {x,a',b',c'} is a slightly enlarged copy of A. With 0 suitably small 
and a', b' and c' a bit away from a, b and c, the three new vertices will not violate 
convexity. Now rotate {x,a',b',c'} ne - 1 times counterclockwise around x to form 
n2 - I new copies of this enlarged quadrilateral. Let 0 ° be the angle of each rotation, 
chosen so that the distance from the first rotated position ofa'  to the initial b' position 
equals din. This step adds 3n2 vertices to the figure along with 5n2 instances of da and 
2(na - 1) instances ofd~. And it can be done so that the total 3n: + 3ha + 1 vertices 
form a convex polygon. 
By construction we have V ¢ t~ with 
n = 3n: + 3n2 + 1, 
rl =Sn~ +2(n2-  1), 
r2 = 5n2 + 2(nl - 1), 
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Fig. 2. 
where we take rt 1> r2 to adhere to prior convention. It is easily seen that n = 25 is the 
smallest value of n at which rt ~> r2 > n. This occurs when nl = n2 = 4 and gives 
rz = r,  = 26. Moreover, with nl = n2 -- k, we have 
n=6k+l  and r l=r ,=Tk-2  
so that sup r2/n >t 7/6. []  
Although ideas used in the preceding construction might be extended to show that 
rt ~ r2 ~ r3 > n, we have not found a way to do this and do not presently know 
whether some n has r~ ") > n. 
4. Multiplicity vectors 
In this section we consider a multiplicity vector in rCf~)= {r(V): V¢~} as 
a denumerable sequence r = (rz,r2 . . . .  ) with the understanding that r~--0 for all 
i > m(V).  
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Extremal multiplicity vectors in r(¢~) have been examined in [5,8], We define 
r ~ r 11,'~) as leximax (lexicographic maximum) iffor every r' ~ r(Y~)\ {~} the smallest i at 
which r~ ~ r~ has ri > r~. Each r(¢~) has a unique leximax, but this r might be the r(V) 
for more than one V e 1"~. 
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Let s(r)= ~r~. We say that rer(~l~) is an s maximizer if s (r ) )s(r ' )  for every 
r' er(~).  In addition, r~r(tr..) is a second-best s maximizer if s(r)>~ s(r') for every 
r' e r (~)  that is not an s maximizer, and max{s(r'): r' er(~,)} > s(r). 
At n = 3, R3 wi th  r = (3,0 .... ) in the leximax r and s maximizer, and every 
nonequilateral isosceles triangle is a second-best s maximizer. For larger n ~< 8, 
leximax is an s maximizer (n = 4, 6, 8) or second ~best s maximizer (n = 5, 7), and R~ is 
an s maximizer (n = 5, 7) or second-best s maximizer (n = 4,6,8). The following 
theorem is proved in [8]. 
Theorem 3. Each s maximizer and second.best  maximizer for 4 <<, n <<, 8 is unique. For 
n = 4 . . . . .  8, [leximax, s maximizer, second-best s maximizer] is [(5,1),(5,1),(4,2)], 
[(6,3, I),(5,5),(6,3,1)], [(8,4,2,1),(8,4,2,1),(6,6,3)], [(10,5,3,2, !),(7,7,7),(10,5,3,2, 
1)] and [(11,8,4,2,2,1),(11,8,4,2,2,1),(8,8,8,4)], respectively. All convex polygons 
with these r(V)'s appear in Fig. 3. 
We know of no case for n :> 9 in which the s maximizer isnot r(R,). And, at least for 
the first few n 1> 9, leximax is not the s maximizer. 
5. Monotone distance sequences 
A monotone sequence in V from Vo is a sequence of vertices Vo, v~, v2 . . . . .  vh in which 
the v~ (i ~ 1) are encountered in succession either going clockwise from Vo or counter- 
clockwise from Vo less than one full perimeter t aversal, and d(~'o, v:) < d(vo, re) < ... 
< d(t,o, v~). The length of the sequence is k. 
We distinguish three types of monotone sequences. Type 1 is unrestricted. Type 
2 has vl and v~+l adjacent for i=0 ,1  . . . . .  k -  1. Type 3 obtains if its successive 
vertices are adjacent and the interior angle at vi between segments vov~ and v~v~+ ~ is at 
least ~t/2 for i = 1 . . . . .  k - 1. 
For each je{l ,2,3} and VE:t'~ let g~(V) be the maximum length of a type 
j monotone sequence in V. For each n ~> 4 let 
,q~(n) = min{,q~(V): V ~ t:~}. 
Building on ideas from Moser [12], ErdSs and Fishburn [6] prove the following 
theorem except for the ,ql upper bound. 
Theorem 4. For each n ~ 4, 
,q~(n) = Ln/3J + 1 < ,q,(n) < Fn!3"] + ;, 
,q3(.) = L(, + 2)/3~L 
Upper bound proof for g~. We begin with n = 6k, k i> I, and construct a V ~ ~ with 
,q1(V) = 2k + 2. Set N --- 4 4~, let A be the equilateral triangle with corners A = (0,0), 
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- X o/ \, 
. ) 
'). 
A = (0, O) ~ (x, O) . 
aleeea k CkoeeC ~ 
Fig. 4. 
B = (2N,0) and C = (N,v/33N), and define distances xi for i = 1 . . . . .  k by 
Xl = 4 -I~+i. 
Distinguish k points al,a2 . . . . .  ak on side AB of d at distances 2xl,2x2 . . . . .  2x~, 
respectively, from A. Do likewise for the other five corner-adjacent side combinations: 
see Fig. 4. The positions of the 6k distinguished points are: 
a, = (2x,,0), e, = (2N - x,. v/3x,). 
b, = (x,, ~/3x,), p, = (N + x,, ~ /3(N  - x,)), 
ci = (2N - 2xi,0), q~ = (N - x l , .~(N - xi)). 
Let (AB)' be a nearly flat circular are with end points A and B from a center on the 
perpendicular bisector of AB in the direction of C and radius much larger than N. 
Define (BC)' and (AC)" similarly. For each y e {at . . . . .  q~} let y' be the point on the arc 
near y where the perpendicular to the side for y through y intersects the arc. These 
displacements ensure convexity of the 6k-gon V with vertices a't,a'z . . . . .  q[. A large 
radius for the arcs implies that all strict distance inequalities for the 6k original points 
hold also for the corresponding vertices of V. Among the former we have the 
following: 
(1) d(a2,bl) < d(a~,b2), [it reduces to xl < x2], 
(2) d(a~,bi+l) < d(a~,b~) when i + 1 < j  [reduces to xi + xi+l < x/I, 
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(3) d(at, ci) > d(aj, p~) when ~ > max{/,j} [Nx~ > N(x t + 2xj) + 1], 
(4) d(at, q~) > d(at, p~+ l) [Nxi+ l > 2N.x~ + 1], 
(5) d(at, e~) > d(at, qi) > d(at,ei+ l) when i >j .  
In what follows, we treat al . . . . .  qk as the vertices of V. 
By symmetry, it suffices to consider lengths of monotone sequences that originate at 
a t. Let S be such a sequence with length L. 
Suppose S goes counterclockwise from a t. If S begins as at... a~ck.., cl then, in view 
of {3), its L-maximizing completion cannot exceed etPipt- l  . . .pl, for L <,<. 2k + 1. 
A similar conclusion obtains if we stop the c part of S short ofct or if we use no c~. In 
all cases at most one e~ term is allowed since e~,ez .... are successively closer to a t. 
Suppose S goes clockwise from a t. One L-maximizing possibility in view of (1), (4) 
and {5) is a,a~b~ ... b~q~ek.., e~ with L = 2k + 2. In fact, we cannot do better, l f j  ~ 2, 
the best start in the lower left corner of A is, in view o¢(2), a~ ... atbtbj ... bk, which has 
the same number of terms as a:alb~ ... bk. Other best possibilities for completion 
include, qk ""qtPt [L = 2k + 2: see (4)] and qi "'qipiei-I . . .et [L = 2k + 2]. 
We conclude that g~(V) <~ 2k + 2, so gl(6k) ~< 2k + 2. Deletion of one or two 
vertices from V gives gt(6k - i) ~< 2k + 2 for i = 1,2. 
For n = 6k - 3, k 1> 2, form V' from V by deleting three symmetrically placed 
vertices, say bk, p~ and ck. It is easily seen in the foregoing that, regardless of where we 
start, every monotone S with L = 2k + 2 uses one of these vertices. Hence, after the 
deletions, maxL' = 2k + I = gt(V'). Therefore gl(6k -- 3) ~ 2k + 1 and, by further 
deletions, gt(6k - 4) ~< 2k + 1 and gl{6k - 5) ~< 2k + 1. 
It follows that gl(n) <<, rn/3] + 2 for every n ~> 4. [] 
6. Discussion 
Challenging problems left open here include determination off in  Corollary 1, the 
question of whether r~ "~ > n for some n, our max~r~ conjecture for n t> 9, and Erd6s's 
longstanding Ln/2J conjecture for different distances from some vertex to the others. 
A stronger but still very appealing conjecture from [5] says that (3) is the minimum 
sum over vertices of the number of different distances from each vertex to the others. 
This is known to be true for n ~< 7. 
Aspects of our paper relate to Erd6s's Ln/2J conjecture. Let o(n) be the greatest 
integer K such that every V ~ ~f~, has a vertex with at least K different distances to the 
other vertices. By [12] and Theorem 4, o(n) is at least about hi3, and we know of no 
substantial improvement on this result. Monotone sequences can take us only two- 
thirds of the way toward the conjectured Ln/2J. 
On the other hand, with o(V) the maximum in V of the number of distances from 
some vertex to the others, Corollary 1 implies that o(V) >1 Ln/2J whenever re{V) is 
near hi2. If it turns out that f in) - hi4, then O(V) >t Ln/2J whenever re(V) is no greater 
than about (3/4)n. Perhaps a result like this in conjunction with other aspects of 
multiplicity vectors will eventually settle the g(n)/> Ln/2j conjecture. 
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